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get scrapping

Back to Scrapping School
by Joy Kuoha

After finishing what seemed like a 
lifetime of schooling, I thought I would never 

find myself going back to school for any kind of class…

until I became a digital scrapper. a whole new world was 

opened up to me, filled with color, beauty, and love. Yes, 

it seems that there are digi scrappers who came before 

me who feel inclined to share their love and talent with 

me. Searching online for a tutorial one day, I found way 

more than tutorials, I came across Jessica Sprague, and 

soon learned how very wonderful my little digi scrapping 

life could really be. She is so amazingly talented and 

creative and this summer she decided to share a fantastic 

online class with the world for free. 

I jumped at the chance and signed up for her free 

“Photo editing: frame-ups and Special effects class” 

at JessicaSprague.com This class was a “go-at-your-

own-pace” class that was recorded and allows you to 

do them at your leisure. There were 14 classes, some 

of which included fabulous, free downloads to use in 

the lessons. She had recorded videos and a few even 

showed how to do each project in a few different software 

programs. I learned so much more than I anticipated. I 

have digi scrapped for years and felt I was already quite 

experienced, yet I learned something new in each class. 

from the fundamentals of scrapping to the complex tricks 

of the trade, I felt as if she was talking to me one-on-one 

with a style all her own. any level of scrapper would feel 

comfortable taking her classes. She has so many classes 

and subjects available at great prices. Jessica offers 

classes ranging from beginners starting at $12.99 all the 

way up digital photography classes that are offered for 

$129.00, which is quite a bargain for such a detailed class. 

I will definitely be taking more online classes from Jessica.

I love Jessica’s clean, organized style that is so 

apparent in each lesson. She is artsy and witty—a 

great combination! Jessica has a style that is 

appealing to the eye and her website looks and feels 

so very professional. 

My search for online tutorials also led me to ali 

edwards—I am a big fan of her blog! In fact, I own a 

few of her published books and am becoming quite 

addicted to her style. I have followed her blog for a 

few years and just recently decided to take one of her 

online classes. ali is a big paper scrapper who uses her 

computer to help make things easier, so her classes are 

not really software specific. The reason I am going to 

take her next workshop, “yesterday + Today” coming up 

in october is her outlook on scrapbooking. here is my 
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favorite excerpt from her upcoming 

workshop description, “Your story 

is important. You are important. 

No one else can tell your story in 

your own authentic voice but you.” 

I have been a huge fan of ali’s 

“December Daily album” for the 

last few years and I am definitely 

planning on making my first one 

this year.

 I love following her blog and seeing 

all the products she recommends. 

She is so very talented and 

generous. She has giveaways 

weekly on her blog. In a nutshell, I 

HEART ali edwards! check out her 

upcoming workshop here at Big 

Picture Scrapbooking.

ali also offers Tuesday Tutorials on 

here blog each week, which are 

sometimes hosted by her friends. 

These amazing tutorials are so 

eclectic, that I am tempted to try my 

hand at some great new projects. 

Most of ali’s projects are hybrid, so 

there are items used that you can 

find at your local scrapbook store or 

online from her shop.

I challenge you to find an online 

class that will inspire you to 

scrap something you have been 

putting off for a while. So, put 

your backpack on and make 

yourself a nutritious lunch—

school is in session!

Ali Edwards’ December Daily Album

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ALI & JESSICA?
Then be sure to check out their blogs!

JESSICA
 http://spraguelab.
squarespace.com/

ALI
http://aliedwards.type-

pad.com/_a_/
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